
Why Obama’s Birth Certificate Can’t Possibly Be Real

 When was the seal of the Hawaiian Dept. of Health (as seen on
Obama’s birth certificate) verified as authentic?  Never, -it can’t be since it
does not appear on Obama’s fake certificate of Live Birth.  But if it did, it
still could not be authenticated since the document has never been submit-
ted to anyone for analysis nor examination.  It is unvetted as having been
produced by the Hawaiian Dept of Health as an official Certificate.  That is
why I refer to it as a document and not a certificate.  It is not CERTIFIED!

 It lacks an official seal, it lacks an official signature, and it lacks
corroboration under oath that it was the official production of the govern-
ment from a real, untampered, unaltered original Hawaiian hospital Certifi-
cate, -or an equally unaltered micro-film image of the original.

 INTELLIGENCE REFORM AND TERRORISM PREVENTION ACT OF 2004
PUBLIC LAW 108–458—DEC. 17, 2004 (p.189)

SEC. 7211. MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR BIRTH CERTIFICATES.
(b) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.—

(1) IN GENERAL.
Beginning 2 years after the promulgation of minimum standards under
paragraph (3), no Federal agency may accept a birth certificate for any
official purpose unless the certificate conforms to such standards.

(A) at a minimum, shall require certification of the birth certificate by the
State or local government custodian of record that issued the certificate,
and shall require the use of safety paper or an alternative, equally secure
medium, the seal of the issuing custodian of record, and other features
designed to prevent tampering, counterfeiting, or otherwise duplicating the
birth certificate for fraudulent purposes.

~     ~     ~
  Federal Law requires that no birth certificates be issued which are not
abstracts.  [“Safety paper” is in actuality “security paper” since safety
implies physical safety (as if it might otherwise spontaneously combust] .

 The usage of safety paper requires the abandonment of the issuance
of TRUE COPIES since they contain no security pattern.  That means that the
imagery of the original paper that the original certificate was filled-out on must
not be retained, -it must be deleted via the process that was used when the
micro-filmed records were all digitized.   That process retained the text alone,
and eliminated the background paper it was typed and written on.  In its place
appeared the safely paper imagery which became its new background.



 So by United States federal law, no original birth certificate image will
ever again see the light of day in the form of a certified Certificate of Live
Birth.  The are all ABSTRACTS of the originals, -saved in the digital realm
as text only, and thus highly susceptible to digital alteration by anyone with
access to the records data-base.

  The traitors in the White House and the Hawaiian Dept. of Health
claimed that the copying of Obama’s “original birth certificate” was wit-
nessed by Fuddy (the dept. head) and thus doubly certified by an official
government department director, and... that the result of that scan & print
was the image seen in the pdf.  If that were actually true, then we would
see the paper that the supposed original was typed on, but we don’t since
IT IS MISSING!  Instead we we safety paper.  Where did the original pa-
per go?  It never existed.

 Instead, what did exist was a digitized image of a micro-film record of
an affidavit written out and signed by Ann Dunham, and then typed-up by
a clerk using the information she related about herself and the child’s fa-
ther.  The former Director of the Dept. of Health, Dr. Fukino, related that
all that was found in their archive for Obama was something half-written
and half-typed.
 That original record was the source in their digital data-base for text
that could be used in the creation of a counterfeit.  It’s creation implicates
the mysteriously killed Loretta Fuddy, who was not a medical professional
nor a doctor, but replaced Fukino’s replacement just a few weeks after his
appointment with the lying story that he had suddenly “resigned”, to which
he responded that that was news to him.

 Fuddy, as a loyal Obama supporter who was willing to commit a clan-
destine, unprovable felony for him, was needed in order to allow the pro-
duction of the counterfeit.  Hence the man she replaced had to go since
he couldn’t be trusted to be “a term player”.
  As recently discovered, both Fuddy and Obama’s mother were mem-
bers of the Subuh cult which originated in Indonesia and came to Hawaii
in the 1960s as its founder spread its “gospel”.  Fuddy, in fact was one of
its leaders in Hawaii.

 So what some consider to be an imaginary conspiracy was in fact a
real conspiracy.  It didn’t stop there; it included replacing the micro-film
reels of the Hawaiian newspapers that showed no Obama birth during the
week he was born.  Replacing the “records” of those papers was also an
element of the conspiracy, and it worked like a charm, -deceiving every-
one unwilling to look just one step further.  They also secretly stole his
registration number from a baby that died the day he was born.
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